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For Harry
‘The old dog for the hard road,  
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Beating the odds, and the system
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Chapter four: there is a great deal we can learn from 
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Delivering any form of public service is extremely difficult. 
Expectations are high, resources are scarce, it is not always clear 









































































Government policy relevant to further education colleges 
changes often. Many of those changes have major implications 
for the overall operating environment… 
As	a	young	civil	servant,	I	worked	on	the	2006	Leitch Review of 
Skills	and	the	Government’s	response	to	it	in	the	2007	World 
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The 2009 capital crisis, area review process and apprenticeship 
reform are examples of initiatives which have had major 
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The financial context in which further education colleges 
operate is even more challenging than the policy context. 
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Chart 1: Long-term comparison of spending per student 

























































































































































Chart 2: Long-term changes in spending per 16- to  
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2000s: over 40% rise 2010 to 2020:13% cut
Similar level 











What colleges are expected to deliver for the funding they 
receive changes often – and rarely comes with the additional 
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These pressures also bear acutely on further education colleges’ 
































The combined effect of all the above is simple: running a college 
is hard, transforming one that is not currently performing to the 
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Government ’s recent preference has been to merge struggling 
colleges with stronger neighbours. It’s too soon to say whether 

















Recent college performance 
The performance of further education colleges compares 







Chart 3: Distribution of Ofsted ratings for different parts of 
















Inadequate Requires improvement Good Outstanding












































Table 1: Public service providers rated Inadequate or Requires 
Improvement at their most recent Ofsted/Care Quality 
Commission inspection68 












Schools 4 10 2,884 13




2 18 215 20
General FE 
colleges
2 29 58 32
Adult social 
care
1 19 4,255 20
NHS acute 
core services
3 37 700 -
General 
practitioners














While performance in other parts of the education sector is 








Chart 4: Proportion of education providers rated Inadequate 














































Chart 5: In-year inspection outcomes for further education 
colleges, 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18
69	Ofsted.	2018.	Data View.	Available	at:	https://public.tableau.com/profile/ofsted#!/vizhome/Dataview/
Viewregionalperformanceovertime	[Accessed	September	2018]
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Chart 6: Most recent and previous inspection outcomes for 

























































Table 2: Financial performance of further education colleges, 
2014/15 to 2016/17
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17
Number of colleges 214 213 195
Combined turnover ('000) £5,930,370 £5,588,435 £5,371,588
Combined surplus/deficit ('000) -£46,415 -£101,784 -£141,836
Combined surplus/deficit (%) -1% -2% -3%
Combined borrowing ('000) £1,498,402 £1,520,506 £1,335,729
Combined borrowing (%) 25% 27% 25%
Number in deficit 89 131 136
Combined turnover of those in 
deficit ('000)
£2,402,805 £3,304,107 £3,446,322
Combined deficit ('000) -£156,837 -£220,870 -£238,637
Combined deficit (%) -7% -7% -7%
Combined borrowing of those 
in deficit ('000)
£693,893 £977,078 £918,753
























































Chart 7: Further education colleges segmented by Ofsted and 




































Colleges are finding it increasingly difficult to navigate their  
way out of trouble. I want to dive deeper into the performance of 











































































The causes of poor performance 
If you interrogate the data and read the Ofsted reports of 
poorly performing further education colleges, it is possible to 




Chart 8: Underpinning Ofsted grades of colleges which hit 













		 		‘Governors and leaders have been too slow to bring about 
the required improvements in the quality of provision and 
outcomes for learners and apprentices.’ 
    ‘Leaders and managers have been too slow to implement 
 the improvements recommended following the previous  
two inspections.’
    ‘Actions to improve outcomes for learners have not always 
been successful and the pace of improvement has often been 
too slow.’
    ‘Governors recognise that the pace of improvement has been 
too slow and have reviewed their oversight of the college to 
ensure that the pace of improvement increases.’




    ‘Teachers’ expectations are too low and too many learners make 
insufficient progress.’ 
    ‘Teachers’ expectations of learners are too low and do not 
sufficiently promote or reinforce the demands of employers, 
such as full attendance, punctuality and dress code.’
    ‘In most lessons, teachers’ expectations of what students can 
achieve are too low… Too many lessons lack pace and challenge 
and fail to stimulate learning.’
59




	  ‘The college is in significant financial difficulties. Despite this, 
instances of poor financial management and unwise spending 
of public funds are frequent.’
  ‘Governors possess a wide range of pertinent skills in, for 
example, education, human resources, senior leadership and 
law, but financial expertise requires strengthening.’






  ‘Inspectors judge that leaders’ overall view of the quality of 
teaching is too generous.’
  ‘The self-assessment process is not fit-for-purpose. Leaders  
and managers do not identify sufficiently strengths and areas 
 for improvement.’
  ‘Middle managers are not sufficiently skilled in critically 
evaluating their provision and, as a result, managers do not 
focus well enough on the priority areas for improvement.’ 





  ‘Leaders do not make effective use of assessment information 
and other data to secure improvement.’
60
   ‘Governors do not scrutinise information and data provided to 
them sufficiently or challenge the senior management team 
to more rapidly improve the quality of teaching, learning and 
assessment, and outcomes for learners.’ 
  ‘Work-based learning managers have insufficient access to 





























chapters 5, 6 and 7.
The FE Commissioner’s annual report also identifies a set of 
common issues affecting poorly performing colleges, similar in 
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Learning from transformations 
elsewhere 
There is a great deal that college leaders can learn from 
transformations in other sectors and disciplines which may 































Sir Michael Barber’s public value review offers a useful 
perspective on how leaders might improve efficiency and 


















•	  Engaging users and citizens:	how	well	public	bodies	
understand	what	taxpayers	think	of	them,	and	how	they’re	
working	to	improve	that	understanding;	what	the	user	














































The Four Pillars 





































































The Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s seven lenses of 
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/629622/IPA_Annual_Report_2017.pdf	[Accessed	September	2018]


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There is evidence to suggest that most public service 
transformations fail – but also that successful transformations 











•	 	Clear purpose and priorities:	‘successful	transformations	paint	
a	compelling	picture	of	their	destination	and	make	it	clear	to	
public	servants	and	citizens	why	the	change	is	necessary.’89	


























•	 	‘Paint a compelling picture of the destination—and 
















































3.			Ensure ownership in the line:	central	teams	and	top–down	
target-setting	should	be	resisted	in	favour	of	line-ownership	of	
the	transformation.
4.   Execute relentlessly:	senior	leaders	must	sustain	their	pace	and	
their	proximity	to	the	detail	throughout.

























Recent Institute for Government research into organisational 
failure in the public sector offers some valuable insights 





1.			Peer support can provide opportunities for early intervention 
– but requires a trigger:	government	tends	to	intervene	only	
when	there	is	evidence	of	very	serious	problems;	peers,	they	argue,	
could	provide	earlier,	more	consensual,	intervention.	
96	Institute	for	Government.	2016.	Failing Well – Insights on dealing with failure and turnaround from four 
critical areas of public service delivery.	Available	at:	www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/
files/publications/IFGJ4331_Failing-Well_25.07.16_WEBc.pdf,	[Accessed	September	2018]
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3.			Insularity is often characteristic of failing organisations:	
they	note	that	failing	organisations	are	often	insular,	with	weak	
networks	and	connections	to	their	peers.	







5.			Creating an open, no-blame culture helps to protect against 
future risk of failure: their	research	showed	that	environments	
in	which	people	feel	unable	to	be	honest	about	problems	can	
allow	even	more	serious	failings	to	incubate.



























































The transformation of the NYU Langone Medical Centre is an 
interesting case study from which further education college 



























































































The importance of purpose,  
strategy and values 
Particularly given their challenging operating context,  
the purpose of a further education college is one of the 






















































































































































































Guided by a clear sense of organisational purpose, leaders 
should devise a genuine, long-term strategy under the banner 















































 “ Too many organisational leaders say they have a strategy 
when they do not. Instead they espouse what I call ‘bad 
strategy’. Bad strategy ignores the power of choice and 
focus, trying instead to accommodate a multitude of 
conflicting demands and interests… Bad strategy covers 
up its failure to guide by embracing the language of broad 
goals, ambition, vision and values.”
He	identifies	four	hallmarks	of	bad	strategy:





































•	  A diagnosis:	which	explains	the	nature	of	the	challenge	–	
simplifying	the	complexity	of	reality	by	identifying	the	critical	
aspects	of	the	situation.

























Leaders’ first task in any strategy or transformation effort is to 
thoroughly investigate and develop a nuanced understanding 

















































































































Constant and substantial changes in the policy context make 
setting strategy in a further education college incredibly 
































































































































































Purpose, strategy and leaders’ focus on organisational values 
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The hard yards of transformation 
Don’t assume that new levels of performance will always mean 
new staff. Leaders should look to unleash and grow the talent of 
















































































As a result of inspirational leadership, there has been a 
substantial and positive impact on the culture of the college 
and a rapid improvement in the quality of teaching, learning 
and assessment.... Senior leaders have ensured good 
communications at all levels in the college and have developed 
a culture of trust and respect. Consequently, staff feel respected 
and valued. They contribute effectively by using their expertise to 
improve the quality of provision and outcomes for learners.112 
Leaders must provide colleagues with a clear, simple 
architecture which helps them translate purpose, strategy  
and transformation into improved performance…
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Large, complex and dynamic organisations and transformation 
programmes require proper programme management and 





























































































































Using programme management approaches to support 













































































































































In an environment where funding is desperately scarce, it is vital 
that leaders have processes in place to align resources with 



































































































Colleges are large, complex and commercial organisations. 
Leaders should try to concentrate their commerciality in 














































































































It can be difficult for colleges to maintain a single version of the 
performance truth. Beyond that, there is a huge opportunity for 




































































It’s the role, and the opportunity, of the leader to model the 
change they envision for the organisation. That means the chief 


























































































Leading transformation is different to leading business as usual. 





























































































Differences in leadership type matter. School sector research 
suggests that only those leaders who redesign the whole 



























































The authenticity and openness of the leader matters, too. Their 
willingness to be open about their own anxieties can help put 

































































Leaders need to check that there is real alignment between them 





































The experience of leading a gritty, arduous transformation will 
















































































Government does know what serious and impactful 
intervention in poorly performing education institutions looks 





































Particularly since the pivotal summer of 2015, transforming a 
poorly performing further education college has become an 



























My conclusion is that to transform poorly performing colleges 
leaders should adopt a purpose-led, people-oriented, 
programmatic and insight-driven approach…








































Make a lived reality of organisational values to build a  







































































Push for a single version of the performance truth – and insight, 










Lead authentically and live the organisation’s purpose and 
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